The Philadelphia Department of Public Health has determined that the following products are not flavored for purposes of the City's flavored cigar law.

Note: Due to ongoing litigation, the Department is not currently enforcing Section 9-639 of the Philadelphia Code, which relates to the sale of flavored cigars and certain other flavored tobacco products.

This list is not exhaustive and may be updated as new information becomes available. Please confirm that you are reviewing the most recent version of this document by visiting https://www.phila.gov/departments/department-of-public-health/resources-for-tobacco-retailers/

Other products that smell and taste of only tobacco are also not restricted by the flavored cigar law.

Please send questions to health.ptrd@phila.gov.

B&M FT ORIGINAL
B&M WOOD TIP ORIG
BACKWOODS BLACK & SWEET
BACKWOODS ORIGINAL
BACKWOODS SWEET AROMATIC
BLUNTVILLE CIGAR PALMA
BLUNTVILLE CIGAR NATURAL DELUXE
BLUNTVILLE CIGAR SWEET
BLUNTVILLE CIGARILLO BLUE
BLUNTVILLE CIGARILLO PALMA TRIO
BLUNTVILLE CIGARILLO PIFF
BLUNTVILLE CIGARILLO PINK DIVA
CHEYENNE HEAVYWEIGHT CLASSIC LIGHT CIGAR
CHEYENNE HEAVYWEIGHT FULL FLAVOR CIGAR
CLOUD9 BADLANDS LEAF NATURAL
CLOUD9 BADLANDS LEAF SWEET
CLOUD9 CIGARILLOS BLUE
CLOUD9 PALMA
CLOUD9 PALMA GREEN (CANDELA)
COSA NOSTRA CIGARILLO DOLOS
COSA NOSTRA CIGARILLO PALMAS
DUTCH BY DUTCH MASTER (SILVER) BLEND
DUTCH BY DUTCH MASTER SWEET
DUTCH MASTERS BLEND SILVER
DUTCH MASTER CIGARILLO DELUXE
DUTCH MASTERS GREEN
DUTCH MASTER PALMA
DUTCH MASTER PALMA CIGARILLO FOIL
DUTCH MASTER CORONA DELUXE
D'VILLE CIGAR BLACK
D'VILLE CIGAR GOLD
D'VILLE CIGAR PINK
ENTOURAGE CIGAR BLACK DON
ENTOURAGE CIGAR CONNOISSEUR
ENTOURAGE CIGAR LE PRIVE
ENTOURAGE CIGAR PALMA
ENTOURAGE CIGAR PINK DUCHESS
G VEGA ENGLISH
G VEGA MINIATURES
GAME DIAMOND
GAME LEAF NATURAL
GAME RED CIGARILLO
GAME SILVER CIGARILLO
GG CIGARILLOS ORIGINAL
GG WOODS ORIGINAL CIGAR
GARCIA Y VEGA ELEGANTE
GYV 1882 NATURAL
GYV GAME PALMA GREEN CIGAR
GYV NATURAL BROWN
GYV NATURAL GREEN
HIFI CIGARILLOS SILVER EDITION
HIFI CIGARILLOS SWEET
HYPE CIGARILLOS SILVER
HYPE CIGARILLOS SWEET
LITTLE & WILD CLASSIC/ORIGINAL
NIGHT OWL CLASSIC
OPTIMO DIAMOND NATURAL LEAF
OPTIMO GREEN
OPTIMO SILVER
PHILLIES BLUNTS
PHILLIES ORIGINAL
PHILLIES UNSWEET
SHOW BK NATURAL
SWEET WOODS PLATINUM UNSWEET
SWISHER SWEETS BLACK
SWISHER SWEETS CLASSIC CIGARS
SWISHER SWEETS CLASSIC ORIGINAL
SWISHER SWEETS LITTLE CIGARS REG
SWISHER SWEETS BLACK
SWISHER SWEETS BLK SMOOTH
SWISHER SWEETS DIAMOND
SWISHER SWEETS LEAF ORIGINAL
SWISHER SWEETS SILVER
SWISHER SWEETS GREEN
TREEZVILLE CIGAR CARIBE ROYALE
TREEZVILLE CIGAR NATURAL
TRIVO CIGARILLOS SILVER
TRIVIO CIGARILLOS SWEET
WHITE OWL CIG EMERALD
WHITE OWL CIG SILVER
WHITE OWL PLATINUM